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Bilingualism and Diglossia in the Canadian Eastern Arctic
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ABSTRACT. In the Eastern Arctic the Inuktitut language is as strong as it has ever been in terms of public recognition. But there are some
reasons for concern: code-switching, subtractive bilingualism, etc. This article addresses this apparent contradictionby explaining the current
language situation as a linguistic conflict. The social history of the Arctic has induced a basic inequality between English, the dominant
speech form, and Inuktitut. This situation, called diglossia, entails a gradual loss of the native language among the younger generations.
The study of a sample of Inuit students shows that Inuktitut is still the preferred language for addressing one’s parents, but it is much less
so, especially in the Baffin region, with siblings and friends. It is argued that only a change in the social and political conditions of the Inuit
could reverse this trend.
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R É S U M ~ Dans
~ : l’Arctique de l’est, la langue des Inuit est plus forte qu’elle ne l’a jamais éte, en ce qui concerne sa reconnaissance publique.
Mais on a des raisons d’être inquiet: changement de code, bilinguisme soustractif, etc. Cet article essaie de comprendre cette contradiction
apparente en expliquant la présente situation en termes de conflit linguistique. L‘histoire sociale de l’Arctique a provoque une inégalité foncière
entre l’anglais, langue dominante, et l’inuktitut. Cette situation, appelée diglossie, entraîne une perte graduelle de la langue autochtone chez
les jeunes générations. L‘étude d’un Cchantillon d’étudiants inuit montre que si l’inuktitut est toujours la langue préfkree quand on s’adresse
A ses parents, il n’en est pas de même, en particulier dans larégion de Baffin, avec sesfrères et ses amis. I1 est suggéré que seul un changement
des conditions socio-politiques des Inuit pourrait renverser la vapeur.
Mots clés: inuktitut, langue (inuit), bilinguisme, diglossie, Arctique de l’est
INTRODUCTION

Legislative Assembly, as well as to the Inuit delegates to
various federal, territorial or Quebec provincial committees
and commissions.
Students andobservers ofthe recent social, cultural and linOn the other hand,
however, there is reason to believe that
guistic developments among the Canadian Inuit cannot but
the language situation is not as rosy at it may first appear.
realize that in theEastern Arctic the native language,
In the Eastern Arctic, a majorityof the Inuitunder 40 years
Inuktitut, seems to be facing a somewhat contradictory sitof age are now bilingual, a very positive factor, objectively
uation. On the one hand, in terms of public recognition it
is as strong as it has ever been. Accordingto the federal census speaking, as these individuals are able to use two different
linguistic codes. But when taking a closer look at how such
of 1981, 74%
of the 25 390 Canadian Inuit have Inuktitut
bilingualism works, one is struck by the fact that very often
as their mother tongue (i.e., the first language they learned
the knowledge o f English seems to displace, or even replace,
and still understand) and 67% of them use it daily as their
that of the first language, rather than simply complement
customary home language. Thus, 90% of those who still
understand their first language also speak it regularly. In the it. This is what linguists call subtractive bilingualism.
Any language-conscious visitor to Inuit communities may
Eastern Arctic, the mother tongue percentages are much
observe daily instances of this kind of bilingualism: codehighèr: 82% in Keewatin, 92% in the Baffin region and 97%
switching (use of both languages within a single sentence),
in arctic Quebec. Only Labrador, with some 44% of Inuit
English conversations between Inuktitut speakers, and sysindividuals having Inuktitut as their mother tongue, contematic use of English when addressing one’s ownchildren.
stitutes an exception.
This last type of linguistic behaviour - which seemsto gain
Inuktitut is taught in most arctic schools. In a majority
ground among young parents - is particularly inimical to
of them, it constitutes the sole teaching medium in kinderInuktitut.It risks producing a generation of unilingual
garten and grades 1 and 2. It is heard daily on radio, for
English speakers or, at best, ofpassive bilinguals, who
up tosix or seven hours, on some community stations. The
understand Inuktitut but do not speak it. This is exactly what
InuitBroadcasting Corporation (IBC) and Taqramiut
happened in the Western Arctic during the 1940s and ’50s.
Nipingat Inc. produce five and a half weekly hours of teleThe bilingual parents of the present generationof adults comvision programming in the native language. About three
pletely ceased teaching Inuktitut to their children, with the
dozen bilingual Inuktitut-English periodicals, ranging from
result that nowadays in communities such as Tuktoyaktuk,
glossy magazines to locally typed and xeroxed newsletters,
Inuvik or Aklavik nobody under 35-40 years old speaks
are regularly published in the CanadianArctic. In fact, since
Inuktitut (Osgood, 1983).
the early O OS, Inuktitut has gained a quasi-official status
in the North (Dorais, in press) and itis generally considered
There are some other reasons for concern. We have seen,
for instance, that written materials in Inuktitut are relatively
by most Inuit leaders and associations as a very important
abundant. But, on the one hand, most of these materials
factor and symbol of aboriginal identity. Evidence of this
consist oftranslations of technical and administrative reports,
status lies in the fact that everyyear, hundreds - if not
thousands - of pages of administrative, technical and
whose interest for the average reader is very doubtful. On
political information areroutinely translated into Inuktitut. the other hand, asshown in a survey of students published
Moreover, Inuktitut-English simultaneoustranslation services
in 1981 by the Zguluuq newspaper (quoted in Prattis and
the sampled Northwest Terare available to the members of the Northwest Territories
Chartrand, 1984Fig. 4), of70%
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ritories young Inuit and 85% of those living in Labrador
(but only 35% of the Quebec residents) state that they read
English better than Inuktitut. Moreover, still higher percentages (82, 95 and 45% respectively) say that they prefer
English texts rather than material written in the aboriginal
language. This preference may have something to do with
the scarcity of original literature in the native speech form.
As concerns electronic media, while radio makes extensive
use of Inuktitut, television, as already mentioned, offers no
more than 5 l / 2 weekly hours in this language, compared to
10-15 daily hours of English (and sometimes French)
programming on three or four different channels. In asurvey
completed in 1980 among the Iqaluit high school students,
no respondents quoted any Inuktitut title when askedabout
their favourite programs. On thecontrary, they said that the
least interesting broadcastings were talk shows and public
affairs programs, the two categories to which most Inuktitut
television productions belong (Coldevin and Wilson, 1983).
So, the linguistic situation in the Canadian Eastern Arctic
is somewhat confusing. General public recognition of
Inuktitutas aquasi-officiallanguage
coexists with a
seemingly disruptive type of bilingualism, one thatcould be
detrimental to the native language in the near future. A few
scholars have already begun to assess this problem. The most
searching analysis has been presented by Prattisand
Chartrand (1984), whostate that if Inuktitut is to be preserved
at all, it must becomepart of an overall scheme for developing
bilingualism and biculturalism at the village level. The use
of the native language must be encouraged in all aspects of
community life, and not only in school, as the role of bilingualism in the maintenance of ethnic identity is a systemic
issue.
In her study of language use in Rankin Inlet (Keewatin),
Sammons (1985) shows that neither English’nor Inuktitut
appears as the dominant language, because each has its own
valued functions. According to her observations, which seem
more intuitive than quantified, the children speak as much
Inuktitut among themselves as with
their elders, whichmeans
that there is no age-induced difference in
language use within
the community. Her data and conclusions do not always
coincide with what has been found in other Eastern Arctic
settlements. Theywill therefore be discussed more
thoroughly
later on in the course of this paper.
As far as school is concerned, Mackay (1986) has shown
that in Igloolik, despite the use of English as early as the
fourth grade, the junior high school students still demonstrate a deficient knowledge of this language. As a result,
the subject matter teachers feel obliged to minimize their
demands on students in order to encourage them to participate more readily in class. But actually, such a course of
action may hinder the linguistic growth of the students and
permanently limit their academic progress. Thus, it would
appearthat this variety of English-medium education,
characterized by a reduction of the linguistickognitive
demands made on students, while inevitably limiting the
teaching of Inuktitut, may also fail to give the young
bilinguals a sufficient knowledge of the non-aboriginal
language.
In fact,as demonstrated by Stairs (1988) in arctic Quebec,
proficiency in written Inuktitut seems to be on a par with
proficiencyin written English. Moreover, the students’
academic success in both languages appears to be a com-

munity affair. In some villages, whentested on their written
skills all students are rated high in Inuktitut and English,
while inother places most of them are rated low. The reasons
for such differences are not yet clear. Stairs points to the
presence inthe high-rated schools of particularly competent
Inuit teachers in the early grades. A good start in Inuktitut
would apparently consolidate the first language of most
students and, at the same time, facilitate the later study of
English. One suspects, however, that this is just part of the
truth. Other factors such as the size of the community, its
relation to the land and its overall confidence in itsown values
and way of life should probably be examined if one wants
to assess the strength of Inuktitut in a particular village. In
Stairs’s study,the communities withthe highest ratesof proficiency in written Inuktitut and English are small villages
whose economyis essentially basedon hunting and gathering
activities.
All these studies offer interesting glimpses of the current
linguistic situation in the Canadian Eastern Arctic. What they
arelacking, however,is an encompassingtheoretical
framework that wouldexplain the useof Inuktitut and
English (or French in arctic Quebec) in the context of the
general social relations now dominant in the Arctic. Even
Prattis and Chartrand (1984), despite their successful attempt
at systemic analysis, do not go much beyond a purely functional explanation of the language situation. For instance,
they do not take into full account the basic economic and
political inequalities between the Inuit and the southern
Canadian ruling establishment,even ifa global understanding
of linguistic relations in
the Arctic cannot escape the influence
such inequalities may have on language use.
Certainly, the elaboration of an encompassing sociolinguistic theoretical framework is a long-term task that
cannot be fully completed within the limits of this article.
WhatI shall do here is to briefly outline what such a
framework could be and, on the basis of recently gathered
data on Inuit bilingualism, show how it relates to language
use as observed in the Canadian Eastern Arctic.
THE CONCEPT OF DIGLOSSIA

The basic concept that will be usedfor understanding the
language situation among thecontemporary Inuit is that of
diglossia. In its original formulation by the American linguist
Charles Ferguson, diglossia was defined as a situation where:
In addition to the primary dialect or language . . . there is
a very divergent, highly codified (often grammatically more
complex)superposed variety, the vehicle of alarge and
respected body of written literature . . . whichis learned
largely by formal education andis usedfor most writtenand
formal spoken purposes butis not used by any sector of the
community for ordinary conversation.[Ferguson, 1959:336.]

Ferguson’s definition was interesting as it stressed both the
complementarity and inequality of the available speechforms
(one language has a high status, the other alow one). Even
if it was mainly descriptive (he did not explain howand why
diglossia came into being), it had the merit of stressing the
social nature of the situation described: what was important
with diglossia was not the contact of two different linguistic
structures, but the fact that these structures played unequal
roles in the overall communication process.
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After Ferguson, the concept was used by various other
linguists, including Fishman, who insisted on the basic
difference between diglossia and bilingualism:
Bilingualism is essentially a characterization of individual
linguistic versatility whereas diglossia is a characterization
of the societal allocation of functions to differentvarieties
of languages. [Fishman, 1970237.1

These linguists also stressed the fact that it was not
important if the two speech forms present in a diglossic situation were varietiesof the same language (French and
Haitian Creole, for instance), as Ferguson had proposed, or
completely different tongues. In any case, what mattered was
the unequal use of languages in various contexts.
But such an approach was still more descriptive than really
analytical, as it did not yet try to explain what produced
diglossic situations. Moreover, the distinction was not clear
between diglossia (where a dominant language is imposed
upon a whole community) and functional, or compound,
bilingualism (when speakers use different languages for
different functions).It was only inthe mid-seventiesand early
eighties that afew socio-linguists,mainly French (cf. Calvet,
1974; Jardel, 1979; Bourdieu, 1982), began to draw a relation
between diglossiaand the notion of linguistic conflict in
order
to give more theoretical sharpness to the former concept.
For them, most diglossic situations, despite their apparent
stability, were symptoms of far-reaching latent linguistic
conflicts between various social classes
or ethnic groups. Such
conflicts, broadly defined as processes wherebya dominant
language tends to replace a dominated one, were seen asone
specific field of application of the overall social struggle
between unequal groups or nations. They appeared particularly in the case of colonial situations.
Calvet (1974), for instance, distinguishes three phases in
what he calls glottophagy, i.e., the replacement of an
aboriginal speech form by a colonial - generally European
- language: 1) The servants of the early colonial elite become
bilingual, while the rest ofthe population remains unilingual.
2) In order to insure its economic and political control, the
colonial power introduces an administrative and ideological
superstructure consisting of a judiciary and bureaucratic
apparatus, schools, churches and a new way of life; in such
superstructuralinstitutionsandhabits,the
colonizer’s
language dominates; bilingualism is on the increase, first
among the native elite(the former servants), and then within
the basic population; linguistic differentiation between town
and country also appears; the status of the colonial language
becomes higher, while that of the vernacular continues to
decrease. 3) Finally, the aboriginal language is completely
replaced by the colonial language or is, at best, creolized,
i.e., totally mixed with the dominant speech form, so that
it becomes unrecognizable and is spoken, but not written,
by only a small group of people.
According to Calvet’s description, linguistic conflict and,
more specifically, diglossia (the situation found in phase 2)
are both elements of an overall process of colonial domination. Their main effects, bilingualism, creolization and
language loss, are ultimately due to social and economic
factors rather than to purely linguistic causes.
Processes similar to the one described by Calvet (on the
basis of African examples) have been reported elsewhere: in
the French West Indies (Jardel, 1979), Vietnam (Dorais, 1979)

and Hawaii (Dorais, 1983), for instance. Diglossia may stem
from internal colonialism (the dominationof an aboriginal,
or other, dependent population by an economic and/or
political majority, within the nation’s boundaries), as in the
cases ofFrance’s Occitanie (Lafont, 1971), of French
Louisiana (Dorais,1980) or of the Mexican Indians (Arellano,
1982).
Thequestion,then,that
obviously arises is: Can the
concept of diglossia in its latest version (i.e., as a symptom
of linguistic conflict) be of usein explaining the current linguistic situation among the Inuit? In aprevious paper, I have
already answered that it can:
Each of these languages has its
specific functions and value.
The “higher” functions (upper education, government,
wellpayingwork, literature) areperformed in thedominant
language:English or French.Theyarethemostvalued,
Inuktitut and other
native languagesare used onlyfor “lower”
tasks: privateconversations,non-specializedjobsand,
sometimes, to help young children during
their first years at
school. Inuktitut mayhave some official status, but itis
generally more symbolic thanreal. . . . In asituation like this
one, the dominated native language tends
to disappear along
with the growth of formal education, increasing integration
into the mainstream societyand the economic upraising of
its speakers. [Dorais, 1981:306.]

It could be added that some seemingly “high” tasks of
Inuktitut, such as its use in the Northwest Territories Legislative Assembly, are more symbolic than really functional
- most assembly members could do well without it. In the
political hierarchy, it is only at the lower levels (community
councils and municipal administrations) that the language
isreally useful. It should also bestressed that clear-cut
differences in language use, as envisioned by Ferguson in his
initial definition of diglossia, very rarely occur. For instance,
the fact that English is the dominant language does not
prevent it from being used by many Inuit for everyday conversations, as its progressive penetration of all spheres of communication constitutes one manifestation of its dominance.
Indeed, in some areas of the Arctic, a language conflict
similar to Calvet’s description has already been waged and seemingly lost. In the Mackenzie delta and coast, for
instance, the first Inuit to be introduced to English, between
1850 and 1920, were local men hiredby the white fur traders,
whaling captains, missionaries and policemen. At the
beginning of the present century, only these native servants
were somewhat bilingual, the majority of the population still
remaining Inuvialuit unilinguals. But with the tremendous
growth of trapping after World War I, the white authorities
(theinternal colonial power, one might say)deemed it
advisable to create an administrative and institutional superstructure in the area to regulate its development. Missionary
hospitals and English-speaking schools were thus opened,
and thepresence ofthe police was reinforced. Linguistically
speaking, this entailed a diglossic situation, where, first, the
biggest communities(AklavikandTuktoyaktuk,the
“towns”) and,then,the
smaller settlements (such as
Paulatuk) and trapping camps (the “country”) gradually
became bilingual, with lessand less importance accorded the
native tongue. After a generation, by 1950, all Inuit parents
were exclusivelyteaching Englishto their children. The results
are clear today: among the Inuvialuit, only 25% of the population still speak fluently the Uummarmiut (Delta) dialect,
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and 16% the Siglit (Mackenzie coast) speech form (Dorais,
in press). None of these speakers is under 40 years of age.
The situation is similar in most parts of Alaska: North
Slope, Seward Peninsula, the Aleutians, Kodiak Island and
Prince William Sound, where the Iiiupiat,Yup’ik and Aleut
languages are now spoken by a small minority of people.
Greenland, however,seems to offer a counter-example.
Despite 260 years ofDanish presence, Greenlandic Inuktitut
is still widely spoken by almost everybody. This is probably
due to the geographical isolation of the country andto the
fact that its economic productivity wasperceivedby
the
colonizers as linkedto the preservation of a semi-traditional
way of life. Such a situation was best ensured by providing
the Greenlanders with Western-style literacyand education
in the aboriginal language rather than Danish.
A similar thing happened in northern Labrador, where at
the end of the 18th century the Moravian missionaries cum
traders established native Inuit communities where school
was taught in Inuktitut. But the later influx of whitesettlers
and the confederation with Canada in 1949 (on this date the
Moravian schools were replaced overnight by unilingual
English establishments) were detrimental to the native
language, to the point that by 1981 it remained the mother
tongue of only 44% of Labrador’s Inuit population.

had to become an integral part of the country and that its
citizens had to be given the opportunity to join the mainstream Canadian society.
In order to accomplish this, between 1945 and 1960 the
federal government set
up a complete superstructure of social
and administrative institutions: schools, nursing stations,
welfare offices and development offices. The results did not
take much time to be felt. By the early O OS, 95% of all
Canadian Inuit were living in established
communities, where
permanent structures had replaced snowhouses and tents.
Each of these settlements possessed its own school, attended
by almost all school-age children.
As Englishwas the sole language of education, health and
administration, bilingualism progressed rapidly.In 1981, after
20 years of full exposure to Canadian society, 19% of the
Eastern Arctic Inuit spoke only English and more than 60%
of the rest were bilingual (Dorais, in press). Aswe have seen,
such bilingualism was in many ways of a subtractive kind.
But by the ’70s and OS, the world - and Canada- had
changed, and the type of open linguistic conflict observed
in other colonial situations was no longer acceptable, at least
in Western nations. Because of the development of human
and minority rights, ethnocide, or the destruction of a
people’s culture and language, was now considered highly
undesirable by a good part of the media and public opinion.
Therefore, in the early OS, when the newly emerged Inuit
leaders began claiming
territorial, political and cultural rights,
DIGLOSSIA IN THE EASTERN ARCTIC
their demands were deemed worth discussing
by the Canadian
government, aswell as by the province of Quebec. This rapidly
There remain three areas in the Canadian Eastern Arctic
led to formal agreements (such as the James Bay Agreement
where, as already seen, Inuktitut is still very strong (with over
80% of speakers)and seemingly thriving. These are Keewatin, in 1975) and, more generally,to the development of academic
and cultural programs and institutions thatencouraged the
the Baffin region and arctic Quebec, plus the central arctic
survival of Inuktitut. This explains why, since the beginning
communities ofPellyBay,
Gjoa Haven and Spence Bay
(where the Natsilik dialectis spoken). It is worth investigating of the OS, the Inuktitut language is widely heard and read
in the media, enjoys a quasi-official status and is taught in
whether the concepts of diglossia and linguistic conflict also
most arctic schools (even in the Mackenzie area, where it is
apply in these instances.
taught as a second language to English unilingual Inuit
When examining the history of these areas, one is struck
children).
by the fact that their social and economic development has
Does this mean that, in the Eastern Arctic at least, the
been much more recent than in the Western Arctic, Alaska,
diglossic situation now in place has been stabilized and
Greenland or Labrador. Despite the early presence of fur
that, because of the contemporary prestige of Inuktitut as a
traders and missionaries (sincethe 1870s in Quebec, the 1900s
symbol of aboriginal identity, the process of language loss
on southern Baffin Island, the 1910s in Keewatin and the
has come to a halt? Some observers seemto think so. In her
1920s elsewhere), by World War I1 most Eastern Arctic Inuit
thesis quoted earlier, Sammons (1985) states that in the
were still leading a semi-nomadic life, based on hunting and
Keewatin community of Rankin Inlet, because ofethnic segretrapping.The onlyadministrativesuperstructure
was
gation during the1960s, the native elite, even when speaking
provided by the few RCMP officers who, sincethe beginning
English, was unable to assimilate to the white community.
of the century, had established half a dozen detachments in
When segregation ceased in the OS, at a moment when
the area. The linguistic situation corresponded more or less
liberal values were triumphing, the Inuit leaders did not
to Calvet’s phase 1, with a very fewbilingual natives, mostly
feel the necessity to assimilate. This would explain why,
hired by the traders or policemen as helpers or interpreters.
despite the continual increase inthe number of bilingual and
In fact, it was rather the “colonizers,” especially the misEnglish unilingual Inuit speakers, Inuktitut would not be
sionaries and traders, who spoke Inuktitut or some sort of
menaced, as its prestige would prevent it from being conEnglish-Inuktitut pidgin.
sidered asa low-status language confined to devalued
Thus, despite their economic (through trading) and ideological (because ofChristianization) forced involvement with functions.
Sammons’s assertionsmay be perceivedas true if one looks
the Western world, the Eastern Arctic Inuit of the early ’40s
at the situation from a purely localpoint of view.But it should
were still leadinga semi-traditional life, one where egalitarian
not be forgotten that if a deeper understanding of linguistic
social relationsand aboriginal values still playeda prominent
relations is to be reached, they have to be viewed in a macrorole. The war and its aftermath, however, changed it all. As
social context by analyzing diglossia as one manifestation
the strategic and economic importance of the northeastern
of an overall process of inequality and dependence. In this
regions now became evident, it was felt by the Canadian
sense, Prattis andChartrand’s (198446-47) “blueprint of the
government and some private developers
that Canada’s North
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minimum requirements for an effective bilingualism/biculturalism policy[in the Arctic]” goes much fartherthan
Sammons’s thesis does,
as it suggests reinforcingthe language
and culture of the Inuit at both the macro- (government
policies) and micro- (community life) levels, while recommending the decentralization of northern administration, in
order to give local communities more autonomy in the fields
of education, the media, language and culture.
In fact, thenexus ofthe problem lies in the dependent situation of the contemporary Inuit. As most authors admit
(cf. Brody, 1975; =ne, 1977; Simard, 1979; Chartrand, 1986),
despite tremendous progress since the ’50s and OS, the real
economic and political power remains in the hands of the
leading southern Canadian interests. The final decisions concerning the development of the Canadian Arctic are always
taken in Ottawa, Yellowknife or Quebec, rather than at the
local or regional levels. One may thus still speak of a situation of internal colonialism, even if the Inuit have gained
some real cultural and administrative rights, contributing to
the preservation of their basic identity (cf. Dorais, 1988).
But this identity is sometimes in conflict with the image
many southerners have ofthe Inuit. While mostarctic natives
think of themselvesas belonging to a full-fledged Inuit nation
(or, for some, to a multiethnic northern society) within
Canada’s boundaries, Canadian public opinion rather sees
them as constituting an ethnic minority, possessing some
cultural rights but certainly not entitled to gain complete
control over the economic and political development of its
local territory. The issue is far from being settled, however,
and thecurrent land claims, constitutional negotiations and
discussions on a regional government may redefine the
position of the Inuit within Canadian society. (For more
details on these political issues, cf. Duffy, 1988.)
In such a context, diglossiaand language conflict still exist.
In the absence, for the time being at least, of any real local
autonomy, of any enterprises and institutionsdefined along
an Inuit cultural model, the only way open to progress is
to become involved witha labour market and a bureaucracy
shaped on their southern Canadian equivalents. And the only
means to achieve that is to absorb as much southern (i.e.,
English) language and culture as possible. This is an easy
task. Despite itsshortcomings (cf. Mackay, 1986) and despite
the fact that Inuktitut is taught in the first three or four
grades, northern education is still massively English-speaking
(French-speakingin some Quebec classes),and itstill follows
a southern Canadian model. And if this is not enough,
English-speaking television, with
its highly attractive content,
is alwaysthere to provide what would not have been learned
in school.
Buthow should we explain, then,the great prestige
accorded Inuktitut by both Inuit and non-Inuit? In order
to understand this, we must establish a distinction between
the linguistic performance of the Inuit speakers and the image
they, and others, have of their language. As already mentioned, in many instances English is perceived as the most
useful and interesting language, because, given the current
situation of dependence, it offers the only key to professional
and social success beyondthe limits of one’s ownlocal community. Consequently, it is readily learned and used by the
younger Inuit, andas we shall see in the next section, it seems
to be progressively replacing Inuktitut as the main means
of communication in the Arctic. The linguistic performance
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of these young Inuit is thus characterized by code-switching,
preference for English and some instances of creolization.
As shownby Brody (1975), most Eastern Arctic contemporary
Inuit judge their Inuktitut as far inferior to that of their
parents and grandparents, the Znummariit, or “real people.”
But despite this sometimes
poor performance in the mother
tongue, and despite the fact that English has become ubiquitous in the North, Inuktitut still retains much prestige as
an ideological object, an image, a symbol of Inuit identity.
Even ifin actual conversations many people
use more English
than Inuktitut or switch constantly from one language to
the other, the native speech form is considered an important
value that should be preserved through education, the media
and official recognition.
Such an attitudeis perfectly understandable and justifiable
on the part of the Inuit, who are now struggling for their
rights. But it should not conceal the fact that, objectively
speaking, language conflict still exists, and that because of
the overwhelming economic and political power of English
in the North, English is dominant, even if Inuktitut has a
high ideological value.
On the part of the federal, territorial and Quebec provincial
governments, the encouragement given to the native speech
form (it is taught in public schools and many official
documents are translated into it) has the advantage of hiding
It also tends
the linguistic conflict behinda mask of tolerance.
to displace the Inuit’s struggle for aboriginal rights into a
purely culturalfield,thus
avoiding more problematic
economic, territorial and political claims. Such an attitude
contributes to fostering the current situation of dependence.
Bilingual education is a particularly interesting manifestation of the real nature of the diglossic situation in the
Eastern Arctic. True enough, linguistic minoritieshave always
consideredsucheducationas
a greatassetforthe
advancement of their rights. But by itself, it cannot thwart
the ongoing process of language replacement, nor can it stop
the decline in linguistic performance in the ancestral speech
form, except, maybe, in small, well-integrated communities
(cf. Stairs, 1988). On the contrary, it can accelerate language
loss. In many American schools, bilingual vernacular-English
programs such as those that now exist in the Eastern Arctic
are used, with much success it seems, for facilitating the
gradual replacement of the pupil’s first language (whether
it be Navajo, Spanish, Vietnamese or something else) by
English. Forthe Inuit, the only way to reverse the trend would
be to get as much unilingual Inuktitut education as possible,
and this at all levels - high school and college included with English and French being taught as second languages.
But to obtain that, the native public opinion and pressure
groups needto be confident in theirown language and culture
- and bargaining power - which can only stem from a real
measure of political and economic autonomy and from a
ground-level control of their own institutions.
In this sense, diglossia exists in the Canadian Eastern
Arctic, but in a more subtle way than has been observed in
other types of colonial situations. Behind a facade of linguistic rightsand language-preserving institutions,and
because the northern territories are controlled by an overwhelming demographic and social majority of non-Inuit,
English remains the dominant language in the North. This
predominance is amplified by the fact that the northern
natives speak a multiplicity of languages and dialects, rather
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which will not be dealt with here, was aimed at measuring
the relative importance of the available vocabulary in each
of the languages known by the students (written, rather than
oral, tests being used for practical purposes). It disclosed,
among other results, some instances of creolization, or
language mix.
The respondents also filled out a socio-linguistic questionnaire to describe their linguistic behaviour, i.e., the
language@)they usedor heard in various circumstances. The
most revealing language situations, those selected for examination in the present article, were conversations withparents,
siblings and friends; radio listening; televisionwatching; and
informative (as opposed to academic or religious) reading.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the sample for each of the
five communities. It should be noted that, with the exception
of Igloolik, the number of male (M) respondents exceeds
thatof female (F). However, as the language use patterns
have proved to be almost exactly similar for both genders,
this situation should not have much impact on the overall
results of the analysis.
Most respondents come from families where the parents
speak Inuktitut between themselves and to their children.
The few casesof English unilingualism relate to mixed
(Inuit/non-Inuit) couples. Table 2 shows that the dominance of Inuktitutamong the parents is higher in the
arctic Quebec communities than in the Northwest Territories.Theproportions
of parents who always speak
Inuktitut at home are as follows: Povungnituk, 79.6%;
Ivujivik, 92.3%; Lake Harbour, 43.3%; Igloolik, 49.0%;
and Iqaluit, 64.0%.
The proportion of Inuktitut unilingual parents is higher
in Iqaluit than in either Igloolik or Lake Harbour. However,
when those who speak mostly Inuktitut at home (i.e., who
also use some English from time to time) are added to the
unilinguals, Iqaluit then becomes the location where the use
of Inuktitut as the sole or principal home language of the
parents is at its lowest: Povungnituk, 97.9%; Ivujivik,
92.3%;Lake Harbour, 80.0%; Igloolik, 86.2%;and Iqaluit,
73.4%.
But even in Iqaluit, Inuktitut still is by far the preferred
language of the parents. This trend is confirmed by languages
the children use in addressing their father and mother. The
overall percentages of.respondents who always useInuktitut
on such occasions, or do it most of the time, are similar
to those appearing above,except for Lake Harbour, where
the proportion is higher: Povungnituk, 96.8%; Ivujivik,

than a unique, common speech form. For this reason, if
nothing changes, thefinal emergence of English in a
generation or two as the sole meansof expression of the Inuit
may be unavoidable. As we shall now see, such a trend is
already manifesting itself the
in type of bilingualism observed
in some Eastern Arctic communities.
INUIT BILINGUALISM

One of the first systematic studies of InuktituUEnglish
(or InuktituUFrench) bilingualism was conducted among the
students of five Eastern Arctic communities by Dirmid R.F.
Collis (cf. Dorais and Collis, 1987) in 1985. The communities under study were Iqaluit (formerly Frobisher Bay),
Igloolik and Lake Harbour, in the Baffin region of the
Northwest Territories, and
small settlements (200-300
hunting and stone carving (L
le), ethnically mixed

and over), all student
to write and read in t
and Roman scripts.
concerned, English
The research me
order to ask the s
two different ques
to write down as

15 different topics,
snow and ice. They were also a
two about each topic, to permit t
their grammatical competence.
TABLE 1. Total sample by age and sex :number of respondents)
Age
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
T
19

Povungnituk
M
F
T
0
4
4
3
5
2
0
4
4
3
5
8
2
5
3
5
19
14
1
4
13
9
12
26
14
6
11
5
3
3
0
98 58

40

Iqaluit Ivujivik
F
Iv

d
1
2
1
5
3

0
0
1
0
1
2

1

4
2
0

1
1
0

22 7

Igloolik
T
0
1
3
1
6

5
2
5
3
0

26

26

Lake Harbour
M

F

T

0
0
1
5
3
3
3
4
3
0

0

0

1
0
1
3
0
1
0
2
0

1
11
6
6
3
4
4
5
0

25 8

30

M
0
1
1
1

4
6
5
3
4
0

F
0
1
1
1
1
6
11
3
1

T
0
2
2
2
5
7

M
0
1
5

F

14
7
1

0
3
8
9
6
6

2
2
0
0
2
6
7
7
4

T
1
3
7
0
0
5
14
16
13
10

51

39

31

70

11

0

1
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TABLE 2. Languagesusuallyspokenathomebytheparents
(numbers of student respondents)
Lake
Povungnituk
Ivujivik
Harbour
Igloolik
Iqaluit
Inuktitut
only24
Mostly
Inuktitut
Inuktitut and
English
Inuktitut and
French
Mostly
English
English only
30

TOTAL26

78

181

41 13

25

TOTAL

18

0

11

19

6

54

0

1

5

1

7

14

0

1

0

0

0

1

0
2
98

0
0

0
1

4
9 2

4

51

64

6

10
269

88.5%; Lake Harbour, 86.6%; Igloolik, 86.2%; and Iqaluit,
72.7%.
But there is a difference. Whereas among the parents the
percentage of individuals who speak only Inuktitut athome
is very high, the situation is not the same among the children.
In their case, a large proportion of respondents use some
English when addressing their parents. In Lake Harbour,
this proportion is even higherthan thatof the exclusive users
of Inuktitut (Table 3).
TABLE 3. Languagesspokentoone'sparents(percentage
respondents)

of

AlwaysInuktitutMostlyInuktitutEnglish/Inuktitut
13.2
Povungnituk
15.4
Ivujivik
Lake Harbour
50.0
27.4
Igloolik
33.3
Iqaluit

83.6
73.1
36.6
58.8
39.4

11.5
13.8

With the exception ofIvujivik, the use ofInuktitut as the
sole or principal means of expression becomes significantly
lower as the preferred languageof respondents for addressing
their siblings. Amongbrothersand
sisters, the second
language - English or, in six cases, French - gains much
more importance, especially in the sampled Baffin communities. The percentages of respondents who always speak
Inuktitut or do it most of the time with their siblings are
as follows: Povungnituk, 88.6%; Ivujivik, 89.1%; Lake
Harbour, 56.5%; Igloolik, 77.1%; and Iqaluit, 53.5%.
In the Baffin communities English is still more widely used
by respondents when speaking to their Inuit friends, while
in arctic Quebec Inuktitut remains by farthe leading
language. The percentages of respondents who speak only
ormostlyInuktitutwhenbeingwithfriends
are:
Povungnituk, 87.5%; Ivujivik, 96.1%; Lake Harbour, 31.0%;
Igloolik, 60.8%; and Iqaluit, 27.4%.
In all three Baffincommunities,theproportion
of
respondents who speak mostly English with their friends is
higher in the upper age categories.The influence of Inuktitut
schooling among younger students is probably felt here. It
should also be noticed that inLake Harbour thepercentage
of respondents who speak only or mostly English to their
friends is much smaller (6.9%) than it is in Iqaluit (29.0%)
or Igloolik (31.3%). This means that despite the relative
94% of the Lake Harbour
importanceofEnglish,
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respondents speak Inuktitut at least 50% of the time with
friends, while in Iqaluit and Igloolik the percentages are 71%
and 89.5% respectively.
When it comes to radio listening, Inuktitut maintains its
importance, because, as we have seen, most northern community radio stations broadcast in Inuktitut as well as English
or French. But hereagain, a striking difference exists between
the arctic Quebec and Baffin communities. The proportions
of respondents who listen mostly or exclusively to Inuktitut
broadcasts are the following: Povungnituk, 86.9%; Ivujivik,
76.0%; Lake Harbour, 43.3%; Igloolik, 49.0%; and Iqaluit,
32.3%.
The datagathered on television watchingare puzzling. In
some communities, the percentages of respondents stating
that Inuktitut is the only language they hear on television
(35% in Povungnituk, 25% in Ivujivik) or answering that
they hear Inuktitut as often as English (34% of the Iqaluit
respondents) seem unduly high, given the fact that Inuktitut
programmingdoesnot
exceed 5'12 hours a week. It is
possible that many studentsunderstood this particular
question as inquiring if they watched Inuit programs at all
or thattheir answers reflect the fact that a good number of
native people make a special effort to watch the Inuktitut
programs. In anycase, the followingpercentages of
respondents stating that they watch exclusively or almost
exclusively English (or French) programs should probably
be higher: Povungnituk, 34.0%; Ivujivik, 11.5%; Lake
Harbour, 90.0%; Igloolik, 78.4%; and Iqaluit, 52.2%.
Finally, language use has been measured in the field of
informative reading. As is the case with mostother language
situations, a sharp distinction exists between Povungnituk
and Ivujivik, on the one hand, where most of the reading
takes place in Inuktitut, and thethree Baffin communities,
where Englishis overwhelminglypredominant. It should also
be noticed that everywhere the younger respondents (for
whom informative reading is probably equivalent to school
reading) read more Inuktitut than the older ones. The
proportions of respondents who read mostly or exclusively
in Inuktitut are as follows: Povungnituk, 75.3%; Ivujivik,
78.2%; Lake Harbour, 6.6%; Igloolik, 17.6%; and Iqaluit,
12.9%.
CONCLUSION

The figures and percentages presented in the preceding
section show that if Inuktitut is still strong in the Canadian
Eastern Arctic, there are, nonetheless, some reasons for
concern. In the sampled Baffin communities the picture is
clear. The use ofthe native tongue diminishes markedly when
one shifts from inter-generational communication to communication among the young people. In thetown ofIqaluit,
for instance, 73% of the respondents' parents generally speak
Inuktitut at home anda similar proportion of children
address them in this language. But whenit comes to speaking
to their brothers and sisters, these same respondents use
mostly Inuktitut in only 54% of the cases. And when communication with friends is concerned, only a small minority
of 27% do likewise.
In thecommunities of Igloolik and Lake Harbour thepercentages of habitual Inuktitutusers are higher, although the
same regular diminution is observed: over 80% use their
native language when the parents are involved, but only 77%
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(Igloolik) and 56% (Lake Harbour) when among siblings,
and 61% (Igloolik) and 31% (Lake Harbour) when among
friends. This tendency
to use Englishamong the young people
seems to be symptomatic of a gradual drift toward this
language, despite the still massive use of
Inuktitut within the
community. Sucha drift is also occurringin the reading habits
of the respondents. In Lake Harbour, Iqaluit and Igloolik,
the respective percentages of those who read mostly
or entirely
in English are respectively 50,55 and 80%. Inversely, in spite
of native language instruction in the first grades, those who
prefer Inuktitut reading materialsconstitute a small minority:
17% (Igloolik), 13% (Iqaluit), and 7% (Lake Harbour). This
leaves 43% sharing their reading time equally between the
two languages in Lake Harbour, 32% in Iqaluit, but only
3% in Igloolik.
In the arctic Quebec communities of Povungnituk and
Ivujivik the situation is very different. Higher percentages
of parents (over 92%) speak mostly Inuktitut at home. The
young peopleuse a little less Inuktitut among themselves than
with their parents, but still the proportions of resp.ondents
who habitually speak the native language with their siblings
and friends hover around 88%, a figure that differs markedly
from that for the Baffin villages. Similarly, the percentages
of habitual readers of Inuktitut materials exceed 75% in arctic
Quebec, as compared with less
than 20% in the other sampled
communities.
The obvious question that comes to mind is why such a
difference? After all, Lake Harbour and Ivujivik, on the one
hand, and Igloolik and Povungnituk, on the other, share
many similarities in terms of size and economic activities.
The answer is probably linked to the fact that thetwo arctic
Quebec communities are quite peculiar in terms of recent
political and cultural developments. Both have rejected the
James Bay Agreement, on the explicitly stated grounds that
the land of the Inuit is not for sale and that the
arctic citizens
ought to possess a regional government with powersof
decision at all levels.
Concretely, this has led to a rejection of the bureaucratic
administration, bilingual education and centralized cultural
development sanctioned by the agreement. The Povungnituk
and Ivujivik peoplehave insisted on the importance of locally
based community councils (financed by bingo games and
other village fund-raising activities); of schools where a curriculum stressing the language and culture of the Inuit is
devised by the local people, and of the necessary decentralization of cultural undertakings. Coupled with a strong and
long-standing involvement the
in cooperative movement, such
an attitude- and its concrete results - have probably made
the Povungnituk and Ivujivik Inuit theleast dependent and
colonized natives in the Canadian Eastern Arctic.
Such a finding leads us back to ourtheoretical framework.
If our analysis is correct, the diglossic situation now observed
in the North, where the vernacular language is both strong
and threatened, would be due to the late (post-World War
11) forced inclusion of the Eastern Arctic Inuit within the
majority society and tothe recent development of southerncontrolled superstructures. As it reflects linguistic conflict,
which constitutes, in turn, a specific instance of a wider situation of internal colonialism and dependency, language use
in the North is characterized by two principal tendencies:
1) Those who are involved the most in the academic and
bureaucratic superstructures - thestudentsand
young

people in general - are drawn to the dominant language,
English, and accordingly have a preference for it when they
are among themselves. 2) Those who resist the ongoing situation of dependency and colonialism - the Povungnituk
and Ivujivik people - are also more confident with their
language and consequently are less drawn toward English
(or French).
Naturally enough, such an analysis is only tentative.
Research should continue in order to see ifthis kind of theoretical framework is relevant and reallyyields a better
knowledge of the social and economic processes underlining
diglossia and bilingualism. More particularly, language use
should be studied in those arctic Quebec communities that
do accept the James Bay Agreement, in order to understand
if political dissent really constitutes the principal factor
explaining the tremendous differences in bilingual behaviour
between the Quebec and Baffin communities sampled by
Dorais and Collis.
However, the situation makes uscautious about predicting
a positive future for Inuktitut in the Canadian Eastern Arctic.
Despite its current strength, if the younger generations are
as attracted toward English astheir language behaviourseems
to show, it is quite clear that because of the particularities
of the diglossic situation,Inuit/English bilingualism is,
indeed, subtractive. As such, it can really be detrimental to
the survival of the native language unless thesituation
changes.
But isInuktitut so important for thepreservation of Inuit
identity? According to sociologist J.J. Simard (Simard, 1988),
the insistence on the survival of traditional language and
culture stems from an anthropological bias that has no place
in the real world. If he is right, the Inuitcould well preserve
a distinct identity - if they wish to - even after having completely lostthe language, worldview and living habits of their
parents and grandparents. At this point, however, it is difficult for thesocial scientistto give an objective answer. Only
the Inuit can address the question adequately.
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